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ABSTRACT
Error analysis and modified contrastive analysis were used to
examine what t ype of writing difficulties were common to a selected
group of De La Salle University ( Philippines) and Eastern Illinois
University freshman students , and what the average length and range in
variation of length of the essays were in each group.

The essays

analyzed in the study were descriptive , and written within a span of
fifteen minutes.
The results of the analysis showed that De La Salle and Eastern
Illinois students have the following major difficulties :

syntax,

spelling , agreement, the use of comma , and the use of the s marker.
Minor writing problems for both schools are fragments , articles ,
punctuation , ambiguous reference of pronouns , omission of words , and
capitalization.

The study also revealed that prepositions, sentence

shifts , and the ed marker were major problems to the Filipino students .
Both groups of students reflected an acceptable level o f sentence
maturity.

The study showed that the average length of a T-unit for the

Filipino students was 1 6 . 8 4 words , and for the EIU students , 1 5 . 16
word s .

The average length o f a clause for the Filipinos was 9 . 7 7 words ,

and for the EIU students , 9 .9 3 .

Analysis on the range of variation in

length for both groups of students revealed that the American students
had a wider range of syntactical modes than the Filipino students.

ii
Based on the resul t s , three recommendations were mad e :

1.

That more intensive research be done on the nature, causes ,
prediction, and remediation of each of the major writing
errors of the students.

2.

That further research be made to investigate whether the
sentence maturity of the ESL students can really be
compared with the sentence maturity of American students .

3.

That a larger but similar comparative study be made between
senior DLSU and EIU students in order to arrive at more
definitive conclusions on the writing skills of the
students .
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CHAPTER I

As a Filipino teacher of English at De La Salle, I have always been
eager to take steps to improve the quali t y of English education in the
University.

I know, however , that improvement always requires some

amount of research, some process by which knowledge, which can be used
as basis for improvement , is generated.

In this research project , it

was my intention to generate information which the English department at
De La Salle University can use in making decisions and plans for its
educational operations.

My study is part empirical research, part pilot

project , and was conducted to evaluate the present status of English
instruction in some schools in the Philippine s .

The study, however , is

in no way a definitive one, but is very valuable in its potential to
predict areas of learning that the English teachers of De La Salle must
concentrate upon.
In this thesi s , I used two ways of determining which areas of
language learning are weak and which are strong :

one, a process which

foreign language teachers call error analysis, and two, a complementary
process to error analysis which I would like to call modified contras
tive analys i s .
Error analysis i s a means b y which the writing errors of students
are identified and categorized.

While it is true that they may not be

emphasized on the students ' papers , errors deserve serious attention by
the teacher because they afford him a concrete index of growth in the
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student s ' ability to write.

Errors are useful , and it is unfortunate

that they are not viewed positively enough.

Martin Nystrand underlines

this attitude when he quotes and explains Gundlach,
In his Study of the Composing Process and the Teaching of
Writing:

A Study of An Idea And Its Uses ( 1977) , Gundlach

examines the documentary evidence for the composing process :
the notes and scratched overdrafts that usually end up in the
write r ' s wastebasket.

Examining case histories of several

nonfiction writers and two college s tudents , he concludes that
such analysis of "mistakes" and drafts-gone-astray provide the
'least studied , yet perhaps richest kind of information about
the process of composition.'

This lack of error analysis in

writing is indeed surprising and probably reflects how little
historically writing has posed interesting questions and issues
for linguists and psychologists.

This is especially surprising

given the extensive use of error analysis in the investigation
of other language processes , including speech production and
reading. I
It is important for both teachers and students to know specifically
the types of writing difficulties that confront the majority of student s ,
and how frequently such difficulties occur.

By knowing their errors,

1 Martin Nystrand , "The Uses of Error in Psychology and
Linguistics , " What Writers Know: The Language, Process and Structure of
Written Discourse, ( New York : Academic Press, 1982 ) , p. 58.
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students can direct their efforts and time to activities that can
reduce, if not eliminate them.

Teachers on the other hand, will find

that a knowledge of student writing errors and deficiencies will provide
them with what some English educators call a "teaching perspective" and
will enable them to develop writing programs and strategies that are
responsive to student needs.

Muriel Harris expresses these same views

on the use of error analysis when she writes,

•

•

•

The labeling of errors can serve a very useful purpose.

Identifying what must be studied is a necessary step toward
building a sequence of instruction that will help the student
to learn to write correctly.

Without such identification of

specific problems , the student lacks a clear perception of
what he or she will or should be working on, and the
instructor is unable to draw up an individualized plan of
study for him or her. 2
Barry Kroll and John Shafer, in an article written jointly by them,
claim that what is truly helpful about error analysis is that through i t ,
a teacher can determine mistakes that are common to several examples of a
child's work and thereby establish error patterns , which in turn are
important for two reasons :

first, error patterns enable a teacher to

2 Muriel Harris, A Sourcebook for Writing Labs , (Glenview,
Illino i s : Scott, Foreman and Company , 198 2 ) , p . 5 4 .
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explore reasons on how or why the students are committing the error , and
second, the teacher can draw insights on the explorations made, and use
such insights in the actual teaching and learning situations. 3
i s , of course , truth in these statements .

There

Error patterns are no doubt

valuable in attempting to formulate theories of instruction and learning
and in defining approaches to specific learning difficulties .
A second way of understanding possible gaps existent in Filipino
student writing is by using contrastive analysi s , a method that has been
used extensively by foreign language teachers in the past year s .
Contrastive analysis i s a process by which the difference between two
(sometimes more than two) languages are made evident.

Basic to a good

understanding of contrastive analysis is the assumption that human
languages have both common and different linguistic features .

The

point is to investigate these similarities or differences and extract
whatever generalizations may accurately be made, and then to apply them
to relevant language teaching-learning situations.

Stig Johansson

recommends that contrastive analysis be used as a corollary to error
analysi s .

Contrastive analysi s , he says, should be treated as a part of

error analysis , a kind of support in terms of supplying precise state.
ments on the languages being compared .

•

•

•

To quote him,

C A should be used to explain difficulties which have

already been observed rather than predict such difficulties .
3 Barry Kroll and John Shafer, "Error Analysis and the Teaching of
Composition," In Composition and Its Teaching: Articles from College
Composition and Communication. Richard C . Gebhardt, ( Ohio Council of
Teachers of English Language Arts, 197 9 ) , pp . 21-27.
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In other words , C A should be used as part of the explanatory
stage of error analysis

•

•

•

•

s ince the information about

learner ' s difficulties revealed by error analysis may be
incomplete ( c f . 4 . 4 . ) , we can formulate hypotheses about errors
not present in the data on the basis of C A

•

•

•

•

4

I wish to note, however, that in this thesis , I have to a large
extent modified the use of contrastive analysis , examining mainly not so
much the similarities or differences in the linguistic elements of the
Philippine languages and English, but rather the similarities and differences in errors committed by both Filipino and American students in
written English.

Also, I examined and compared not only the written

errors of the the two groups of students, but also their level of
sentence maturity, using the T-unit as basis.

The value of this

investigation, I believe, lies implicit in the fact that Filipino
teachers of English have for their particular goal to make Filipino
students acquire the English language as closely as possible the way
native speakers have i t .

Near native fluency - this is the goal of

every serious Filipino English teacher and student; it is the standard
against which the acceptability of the student' s language skills is
usually tested and judged.

4 Skig Johannson, "The Uses of Error Analysis and Contrastive
Analysis , " ELT Journal , 29 , No. 5 ( 1 975) , PP 330-36.
•

CHAPTER II

It is in view of examining the writing of Filipino students via
error analysis and a modified contrastive analysis that I ventured to
make a comparative study of Filipino and American student essays.

I had

the following specific objectives in the study:
1.

To determine the type and frequency of writing
errors of 4 1 Filipino students and 41 American
students

2.

To determine the average number of T-units for
each group of students, the average number of
clauses per T-unit for each group, the average
number of words for each T-unit , and finally, the
average number of words for each clause

3.

To determine the range in variation in the words
in the essays, in the T-unit s , and in the clauses

4.

To draw comparisons, conclusions , and possible
recommendations from the data obtained from the
study for the Filipino teachers of English

A brief background on the subjects and the nature of the study is in
order here.
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A.

The Filipino Students

The Filipino essays used in the study were written by
students applying for admission for schoolyear '83 - '84 at De
La Salle University, a Catholic school run by American
missionaries in Manila, Philippine s .

The students came from

various high schools in the country, and range from age 1 5 to
17.

Considering the fact that the school s ystem consists of a

six year elementary period, and a four year secondary period ,
i t can be safely stated that the students have had at least 8
years of schooling in English, at most 1 0 years , for most
schools start English instruction in Grade I I I , and a few
private schools in Grade I .

I t must be mentioned that the

Filipino subjects have been barely out of high schoo l , and
have

not yet had English instruction in De La Salle

University.

B.

The Eastern Illinois University Students

The American essays used in the study were written by
English 1001 students at Eastern Illinois University.

The

students are Fall '83 Freshmen, most l y from Illinois, and have
attended about 6 or 7 weeks of classes during the semester.
Their average chronological age is 1 8 years, and they have had
at least 1 2 years of school before college :

6-7 in the
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elementary, and 5-6 i n the high school.

In some sense, the EIU students

can also be described as barely out of high school.

C.

Procedures

The essays were descriptive, and had to be written within a
time span of 1 5 minutes.

The same topic was given to both

Filipino and American students:

to give a description of the

room they were in.
In analyzing the essays, I wish to note two things:
a.

In determining the total number of words in each essay, I

counted a compound word having a single meaning as one word ,
e.g . , De La Salle or blackboard.
b.

I noted and tabulated any error or deviation from stan

dard English according to grammatical and lexical
category.

D.

Limitations

As

I have mentioned , this study is only suggestive in its

results, primarily because it was undertaken under some
limitations.

First, the analysis was based on very short ,

unrevised writing samples, so that any conclusions about the
strengths or weaknesses of either group of students may have to
be revised after extensive research.

Second , there were some
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variables, mostly cultural , that could not be controlle d , and third ,
it is possible that the 4 1 s tudents used from each group of subjects
might not really be a representative population.
I believe , however , that the results I obtained have great
value, especially for the Filipino English teachers of De La Salle.
At best, the results suggest clearly to the DLSU teachers the error
patterns and sentence maturity of their incoming students, and this
information can provide direction in planning their teaching
materials and activities.

CHAPTER I I I

As I have previously stated, my study mainly explored the errors
which the students committed in their themes as well as with determining
the average length of their compositions.

This meant I had to look for

the mistakes the students made in their writing, as well as count the
numbers of words, the number of clauses, and the number of T-units they
had in their essays .
For practical purposes , I divided the writing errors into two
categories :

major and minor.

I labelled errors committed by 10 or more

students ( i n a group of 4 1 ) as major, and those committed by 9 or less
students as minor.

I believe that if in a group of students , 25% of

them show difficulty in a specific item, then that item needs some
serious consideration.
This section presents the data collected from the study I made.

Data Collected From the Fili pino Themes

My analysis revealed that among the Filipino students in De La
Salle, errors were made in the following areas :

syntax, agreement

between pronoun and anteceden t , agreement between subject and verb,
spelling, the use of the comma, and use of the �marker, sentence shift,
prepositions, the use of the ed marker , pronoun reference , articles ,
punctuation, and capitalization.

Errors such as fragments and omission
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of words in the sentence were also made.
Table 1 s hows the specific types of errors made by the students , the
number of students who made them, and the number of times the errors
were made .

Also included in the table is the ratio of student to

s tudent error.
TABLE I
TYPES AND FREQUENCY OF WRITING ERRORS
MADE BY INCOMING DLSU STUDENTS

No. of Students
Writing Error

Who Made the

Ratio of

The Error

Student to

Was Made

Student Error

35
25
25
24
17

57
41
41
29
29

1 : 1.62
1:1 .64
1 : 1 .64
1 : 1.20
1 : 1 . 17

16
13
12
8
7

26
21
15
13
13

1 : 1. 62
1 : 1.61
1 : 1.25
1:1.62
1 : 1.85

6
5
4
2

8
8
4
2

1 : 1 . 33
1 :1.6
1:1
1:1

Error

Unclear Syntax
Agreement
Spelling
Comma Error
s marker
Unnecessary
shift
Preposition
ed marker
Fragment
Omission of Word
Ambiguous reference
of pronoun
Article
Punctuation
Capitalization

No. of Times
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It can be s een from the table that out of 41 Filipino students , 3 5
students o r 8 5 % o f them failed to write clear sentences; 25 s tudents o r
60% of them made errors on agreement; 25 students o r 60% made errors on
spelling; 24 students or 58% made errors on commas; 17 students or 41%
made errors on the use of the � marker; 16 students or 39% made errors
on the shifts in the sentence; 13 students or 31% made errors on the
correct use of prepositions, and 1 2 students or 29% made errors on the
ed marker.

Other errors made by the students included fragments , 8

students or 19% of them; omitted words , 7 students or 17% of them;
ambiguous pronoun reference, 6 students or 14% of them; misuse or
omission of articles , 5 students or 12% of them; punctuation, 4 s tudents
or 9% of them, and punctuation, 2 students or 4% of them.
Based on the number of times the error was made, the table shows
that unclear syntax, which was made 57 times , has the highest fequency.
Agreement and spelling come nex t , both incidentally made by the s tudents
41 times.

Comma error and the �marker come third , both made 29 times ,

although made by 24 and 17 students respectively.

Unnecessary shift in

the sentence was made 26 times , preposition, 21 times , the ed marker , 15
times , fragment 13 times , omission of word , 13 times , ambiguous
reference of pronoun, 8 times , misuse/omission of article, 8 times,
punctuation, 4 times and capitalization, 2 times.

Except for comma

error and the �marker, the table shows that generally, the error
committed by the most number of students is also the most frequently
committed.

There seems to be some positive correlation between the

number of s tudents who made the error and the number of times the

l
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error was made.

Also, a close look at the ratio figures on the fourth

column of the table reveals that in genera l , one s tudent commits, on the
average, a specific writing error at least one and half times .
From these result s , the major writing difficulties become quite
obvious.

They are unclear syntax, agreement between subject and verb

and between pronoun and antecedent , spelling, the use of comma , the use
of the �marker , shifts in the sentence, prepositions, and the use of
The minor difficulties include fragments , omission of

the ed marker.

words , ambiguous reference of pronoun, omission or misuse of articles,
punctuation and capitalization.
The following are the categories of major errors with some examples :

A.

Unclear S yntax

I

have classified under this category sentences that are fault y not

so much because of wrong word order, as in the case of a reversed
subject-verb order, or a reversed adjective-noun order, or of a missing
important sentence part (subject , predicate , objec t ) , but sentences that
reflect a lack of mastery of what Mina Shaughnessy calls the syntax of
competence. 5

I

believe that this type of error resulted from the

Filipino students' inability to judge what the written dialect allows ,
that the sentences under this category were poorly developed because of

5 Mina Shaughness y , Errors and Expectations ( New York: Oxford
Universi t y Press, 1977 ) , p. 44.
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a lack of familiarity with some features of written English that regu
late its formal use.
Below are some examples of sentences with unclear syntax.
This room is composed o f basic teaching elements that are very
needed in a learning environment .
On the ceiling are three rows o f flourescent lights having
equal spaces.
On top of the rules on the left stage wall i s an electronic
clock silently evaluating time.
But now, as I'm here alone in a big room like this, is very
exciting.
Two basketball courts face each other with uniformity to my
right and left are the bleachers unoccupied but by a few broken
chairs and archery targets.
The lights in the ceiling are dirty wherein we could find
cobwebs and dirt.

B.

Agreement

The errors on agreement were made on two levels:

between subject

and verb in number, and between pronoun and antecedent.

Most of the

errors on agreement between subject and verb seem to have resulted from
a lack of familiarity with how some types of pronouns must be used,
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It have blackboards and disarranged chairs, table and desks.
It just suit our taste
•

•

•

•

many appears to be alive .

or when the verb precedes the subject,
There ' s the fans that keep on clicking which were just opposite
the two fans at the side of the room.
As I look at the blackboards there are writing which I cant
understand.
At the right side wall was three consecutive blackboard sticked
together full of drawings and writings.
or a lack of familiarity with the use of some non-count nouns
. .

•

•

where the people sits to watch the game.

The surrounding are very quiet except these noisy electric
fans

•

•

•

Errors on the agreement between pronoun and antecedent were less
frequen t , and seem to have come about because of a loss of sight of the
word referred to by the pronoun,
Surrounding the room are the walls.

It has been painted yellow

in combination with dull red and flesh.
or from confusing the antecedent with the other nouns in the sentence.
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The windows serve the double purpose of blocking the blinding
sunlight in the morning and it also gives us a view of the
pictureasque [sic] La Salle Building.

C.

Spelling

There seem to be five major causes of difficulty in spelling.

The

first is a lack of knowledge on which consonant may or may not be
doubled in a word :
accomodate

dissappearing

writ tings

parrallel

unnocupied
The second is faulty pronunciation:
nurmerous

dill us ion

faber-glass

wheter

blitchers
The third, carelessness or hast e :
I can only hear the tickling sound of my watch.
At the Benilde Bldg. of de la Salle University, room

317 is

where I am right now.
Below it is the amazingly display of the blackboard in a
half-hexagonal position.

I
r

l
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•

•

.a dependent institution of De La Salle in which we are

studing.
Ath the right side, we can see a rectangular blackboard just
like infront but it is smaller in size (about 1 / 3 the size of
the blackboard i n front ) .
The fourth, a confusion between ie and ei :
cieling

thier

And finally, from a real lack of knowledge on how the word must be
spelled :

D.

jalousy window

signif ice

ligthing

excercises

Comma Errors

I have included under comma errors comma splices and run on sen
tences , as well as the usual errors of failing to put the comma where is
is needed , or putting it where it is not needed.
This room I am sitting in is a square room, it has a chalk
board at the front of it.
Two basketball courts face each other with uniformity to my
right and left are the bleachers unnocupied but by a few broken
chairs and archery targets.
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But this I am sure are the factors which make B317 distinct to
the rest.
When one takes the plight of steps from the right side of this
building you will find out that it is the first room to your
left.
The windows are covered with screen with some open and some
closed.
On one side of the room, are six columns of jalousy windows.

E.

The s Marker

Errors on the use of the s marker took different forms.

Most of the

students failed to use the s marker to indicate plural meaning :
Nine pair of lights are placed parallel in equal space from
each other on the ceiling.
I see 40 other classmates of mine concentrating in writing
their theme.
Two blackboard were provided.
The room I am in right now is just one of the ordinary
classroom at the Benilde building of DLSU.
Others did not use it properly to indicate verb contraction :
I think there is something in our room that enlivens everyone
that why many appears to be alive.
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As I can see now, this i s not exactly a room but its a
gymnasium, a place purposely built for sports and spectation.
or possession:
Some are even looking at their seatmates paper.
In front of all these desks is the teachers table which is
right in the middle.
From the left and right side of the gymn are students lockers,
painted in grey to give a dull effect .
and finally, t o indicate singularity of meaning in the verb :
When one look down, what we can see i s a red cemented floor.
It just suit our taste.
The room's at mosphere make me lazy

F.

•

•

•

Unnecessary Shif t s in the Sentence

Shifts were made mostly in person and tense.
When one takes the plight of steps from the right side of the
building you will find out that it is the first to your left.
During vacation, all I did was to think about the class in
college.

.

.

electric fan.

. One can hear the squeaking sound produced by the
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The room I am in now is the gymn.

At the entrance I took a

glance and suddenly was shocked at the vast empty space around
me.
I was s itting inside this Gymn taking my entrance examination.
This is not actually a classroom but rather a basketball court.
I also saw the stage room for it is the place where awards
night is being held.
It is s imilar to any other room.

In this room I saw many

different things as the baske tball board with made of
fibergalss

G.

•

•

•

•

Prepositions

Perhaps due to the multiplicity of prepositions in English and to
the specific conditions governing their use, the Filipino student had
many problems with them.
I see 40 other classmates of mine concentrating in writing
their theme.
These people are the reason on why the room I am in now is
unique from all the other.
But this I am sure are the factors which make B317 distinct to
the rest.
The concave-shaped board in front and a rectangular one in the
side is enough for a teacher to write his day ' s lecture.
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H.

Ed, d Marker

One of the major errors of the students is failing to put the final
d or ed on the verb.

Most of the errors occurred when the predicate in

the sentence consisted of a verb phrase , i . e . an auxiliary verb and a
main verb.
I am so confuse the other day that I hardly notice the
environment around me.
If not only for the understanding hand of my classmate on my
shoulder, I would have end up the whole day in a dillusion.
In front is a lady writing something not knowing she's being
observe.
The chairs are usually arrange in rows of fours and columns of
eleven.
A basketball court but not being as it is to be use.

Below are the categories of minor errors with examples.

A.

Fragments

All of them wearing different types of dresses.
Graffitis on chairs and wall.
With green paintings on the wall and a court between two
basketball rings.
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B.

Omission of Words

Symbol of La Salle - jesus Christ - was nailed on the cross
above the blackboard.
It can use as basketball court which game be held here when it
is rainy also that room can be used as PE room.

C.

Ambiguous Reference of pronoun

Lastly, electric outlets are provided so when the class will
use an electric machine, they can use the outlet to run it on.
The painting of the wall the chair reminds us that the La Salle
is a old but able institution.
But the most significant are the hardworking students beside me
everyone is so quiet , writing and writing.

This blends with

the classroom.

D.

Misuse of the article

. . . . reminds us that La Salle is a old but able institution.
Above the stage, there is a seal of the De La Salle University
with letters and drawing in brown.
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E.

Punctuation

This gymn have a multi-purpose , it can use for the presentation
of program

F.

Capitalization

It tells us this is a Catholic University.

Data Collected from the American Themes

The study revealed that among the American Students in EIU, errors
were made on the following areas:

spelling , comm.a use , the _!marker ,

syntax, agreement, and prepositions.

Errors such a s unnecessary shifts

in the sentence, fragments, incorrect punctuation, incorrect article,
omission of words, omission of ed marker, ambiguous reference of
pronoun, and capitalization were also made.
Table 2 shows the specific types of errors made by the EIU students,
the number of students who made them, the number of times the errors
were made by the s tudents, and the ratio of student to student error.
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TABLE II
TYPES AND FREQUENCY OF WRITING ERRORS
MADE BY EASTERN ILLINOIS STUDENTS

Writing Error

Spelling
Comma Error
s marker
Unclear syntax
Agreement
( sub-verb)
Prepositions
Shift in the
Sentence
Fragment
Punctuation
Article
Omission of word
ed marker
Ambiguous reference
of pronoun
Capitalization

No. of Students

No. of Times

Ratio of

Who Made the

The Error

Student to

Error

Was Made

Student Error

30
19
17
13

76
34
25
18

1 :2.53
1 : 1 . 78
1 : 1. 4 7
1 : 1.38

10
5

13
5

1 :1.13
1:1.1

4
4
4
2
1
1

4
6
4
2
1
1

1 : 1. 1
1 : 1. 5
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1

1
1

1
1

1:1
1 :1
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It can be seen from the table that out of 41, 30 American students
or 73% of them misspelled words; 1 9 students or 46% of them made errors
on the use of the comma; 1 7 students or 41% wrote unclear sentences; 10
students or 24% made errors on agreement; 5 students or 12% used the
wrong propositions; 4 students or 9% made unnecessary shifts in
sentences; 4 students or 9 % used fragments ; 4 students or 9% used the
wrong punctuation; 2 students or 4% of them made errors on the use of
articles; 1 student or 2% did not use the ed marker; 1 student or 2 %
used pronouns ambiguously; 1 student o r 2% omitted words i n the
sentence , and finally, 1 student or 2% made an error on capitalization.
Based on the number of times the error was made by the students , it
can be seen from the table that spelling, which was made 76 times , has
the highest frequency.

Comma errors come second, made 34 times,

followed by the �marker , made 25 times .

Unclear syntax comes nex t ,

made 1 8 times, then agreement, 13 times , and prepositions, 5 times.
Unnecessary shifts in sentences occurred 4 times; fragment , 6 times;
punctuation errors , 4 times; omission of article, 2 times; omission of
word in the sentence, once; ed marker, once; ambiguous reference of
pronoun, once; and finally, capitalization, once.
From the figures presented, it becomes clear that the American
s tudents have the following as their major writing difficulties:
spelling, comma use, the � marker, syntax, and agreement.

Their minor

writing difficulties include the use of prepositions, shifts in the
sentence , fragments, punctuation , articles, omission of word s , the ed
marker , ambiguous reference of pronoun and capitalization.
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Table 2 also reveals that spelling i s a serious problem among the
EIU students.

On the average, one student committed the error at least

two and a half times.

The comma error , which has a ratio of 1 : 1 . 7 8 , may

also be a serious problem.

These may be slightly the same for the s

marker , which has a ratio of 1 : 1 . 47 , and unclear syntax, which has a
ratio of 1 : 1 .38.

Except for agreement , which has a ratio of 1 : 1 . 3, and

fragmen t , which has a ratio of 1 : 1 . 5, the rest of the errors have a
general ratio of 1 : 1 .

This means that the error is committed by one

student at least once.

The following are the categories of major errors with examples:

A.

Spelling

Some of the misspelled words reveal difficulty over double
consonants; others seem to have resulted from faulty pronunciation; most
seem to indicate a lack of information on how the word should be
spelled .
accross

monotney

Illinios

angels (angles)

sumary

sterdy

bullitin

bond (bond)

writ ting

kindergaden

pref ormance

greek

complettly

earser

coleration

right (write)

parrallel

sirrond

adeaquate

breath (breathe)

symetrical

wern ' t

serene

dimentions

imeadiately

at tension

monthes

dilapicated
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B. Comma Errors

The comma errors made were mostly comma splices and run on
sentences; a few were on failure to put the punctuation on the
conventional places .

This room I am sitting in is a square room, it has a chalk
board at the front of i t .
But without a teacher t o help us feel comfortable i n this
surrounding my view of this room might be different.
Like most classrooms the movie screen and roll down map help
students learn different things .
It was a change from high school and elementary school rooms
which were filled with posters, and other items to give it a
personalized effect.
The room has about 40 chairs in it; that are old with writings
on them

C.

s Marker

The students showed difficulty with the contraction forms as well as
with the possessive forms .
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Its located in the basement of the building, giving us the view
of the sidewalk and ugly feet through the windows
•

•

•

•

this is the teachers desk.

The main desk is larger that the students desk.
Its the only sound in the classroom except the sniff le of a
runny nose, the rustle of paper

•

•

•

•

Other errors on the s marker pertain to the formation of the plural on
nouns .
This room is relatively small but contains 40 desk.
The desk, which are all wood are very uncomfortable , uneasy,
places to sit and study.

D.

Unclear syntax

Problems on sentence sense seem to develop from attempts of the
students to use "college-ese" in their expressions.
When I first walked into Coleman Hall , room lOA this room
seemed barren.
The room itself is very tiring like a prison cell nothing to
look at , just plain and blah.
The color is a cream with five long windows to the outside.
The environment that surrounds me is an average space of
schooling.
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The at mosphere that surronds is presented in this very
intreging Coleman Hall .
In discription of the room, i t i s yellowish i n color and does
have dirty walls.
This desk is easily distinguishable from the other desk in the
room for a purpose.

E.

Agreement

The errors on agreement between subject and verb occurred largely
when the verb was separated from the subject by some other words in the
sentence.

The pieces of cloth run perpendicular to the sheets of metal
and controls their movement by strings connected.
Four or five rows of chairs, a blackboard , a teacher's desk,
and pencil sharpener was all that was there.
There is an air vent along the same wall as the windows and are
directly underneath the windows.
An

assortment of chairs were aligned in ranks and files to the

right of the door.
There is writting and chalkmarks and a curious waffle mark
halfway up on one wall that looks as if someone was a very
talented wall-walker.
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The following are the categories of minor errors with examples :

A.

Preposition

The classroom in which I s t udy English is very different than
classrooms of my other classes .

B.

Shift in the Sentence

If i t were n ' t for the heat this room would be just like any
other room I have been in at Coleman Hall

•

•

•

•

The lights

made a humming sound but you can only hear that sound when the
room is almost silent.

c.

Fragment

It

has 4 rows of sterdy oak desks.

One teacher ' s desk without

any nicknacks on i t .

D.

Punctuation

Dont have any idea what the teacher is talking abou t , and even
sleeping
The colors of the room are neutral; off whit e , tan, and various
browns.
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E.

Article

The walls are symetrical, objects in the room are symetrically
arranged, decoration is symetrical also.
The color is a off white , which may be just dirty.

F.

Omission of word

One coat hung on the hook, after all fall is upon.
The atmosphere that surronds is presented in this very
intreging Coleman Hall.

G.

Ed, d marker

A coat hangar is hung on the wall opposite the parrallel
windows , which are line up next to each other, and take on the
same shape and size.

H.

Ambiguous reference of pronoun

Right now there are people sitting at the desks which completes
a classroom.
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I.

Capitalization

people write their names on them or their greek letters on
them.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the writing errors of the two groups
of students used in the study.
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TABLE III
A COMPARISON OF ERRORS COMMITTED BY
THE FILIPINO AND EIU STUDENTS

Writing
Error

Filipinos
Freq

No. of Students

Freq

35
25
25
24
17

57
41
41
29
29

13
10
30
19
17

18
13
76
34
25

16
13
12
8
7

26
21
15
13
13

4
5
1
4
1

4
5
1
6
1

6
5
4
2

8
8
4
2

1
2
4
1

1
2
4
1

No. of Students

Unclear syntax
Agreement
Spelling
Comma Errors
s marker
Shift in the
Sentence
Preposition
Ed, i marker
Fragment
Omission of word
Ambiguous reference
of pronoun
Article
Punctuation
Capitalization

Americans
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the figures presented in
the table:

1.

There are five writing problems major t o both Filipino and
and EIU students:

syntax, agreement , spelling, comma , and the

s marker.
1.1

Clear syntax was a problem to 22 more Filipino student s ,
agreement t o 1 5 more students , and comma t o 5 more.

1 .2

The spelling problem had a higher level of frequency, both in
terms of the number of students and the number of times it was
made, among the EIU students than among the Filipino students.
Misspelling was committed by five more American students and 35
times more frequent than the Filipinos.

1.3

The s marker had the same level of frequency , in terms of the
number of s tudents who made the error, for both the Filipino
and American students.

In terms of the number of of times it

was made, it was 4 times higher in the Filipino student s .

2.

Three other writing problems were major t o the Filipinos,
whereas they were only minor for the EIU student s .
problems were shift in the sentence, the

These

E_, ed marker s , and

prepositions.
2.1

Shifts in the sentence were made by 1 2 more Filipino s tudent s ,
the d , ed marker , 1 1 more students, and preposition, by 8 more
students.
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3.

The Filipino and EIU students had the same types of minor
writing problems:

fragments , omission of words , ambiguous

reference of pronouns , article, and capitalization.

Except for

punctuation, the minor writing problems occurred at higher
frequencies among the Filipino students than among the

EIU

students .

The value of these results lies in the fact that they provide direc
tion for both Filipino and American teachers in planning curriculum
content and methodologies.

The Filipino teacher, for instance, must

take note of the fact that the major area of difficulty among the
Filipino students is syntax, and must therefore plan the students'
learning activities in response to this need.

To do this, he may have

to perform a series of other activities, the first of which is deter
mining what exactly causes the errors, and then discovering how they can
be avoided or eliminated.

Among Filipino students , it is very possible

for social and cultural factors to influence greatly the formation of
syntactical errors .

Take note, for example, the following writing

problem:
The lights in the ceiling are dirty wherein we could find
cobwebs and dirt.
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This sentence must have been directly translated from Pilipino (the
native language) which in the following form is perfectly correct and
acceptable :
Ang mga
[The]
ta yo
[we]

ilaw
[lights]

sa
[in]

ay makakakita
[could find]

kisame
[the ceiling]
ng bahay-gagamba
[cobweb]

ay marumi , doon
[are dirty] [there]
at
[and]

dumi.
[dirt].

The source of confusion, and therefore error, is no doubt the word doon,
a Pilipino adverb indicat ing place.
close to there.

Doon as a word expresses a meaning

The writer obviously thought that by using wherein

(where - suggesting place ) , he communicated the added information on the
location of the cobweb and dirt.

This word for word translation is not,

of course, necessarily correc t , and it may do the student good to be
cautioned about it.
Other errors may perhaps be also understood in the light of native
language interference.

Philippine languages , for example, do not use

the s marker to signify singularity or plurality of meaning.

Number is

indicated by using a modifier before the noun (mga) , and not by adding
the morpheme s or es to the noun.

Thus , in Pilipino, the word bulaklak

(flower) does not become bulaklaks (flowers ) , but mga bulaklak
(flowers ) . Interestingly, the addition of mga before the word is also
the only way of forming the plural of nouns , and so, bahay (house)
becomes mga bahay (houses ) , tao ( person) becomes mga tao (persons ) , or
kubo (hut) becomes � kubo (hut s ) .

The lis t , of course, can go and on,

but what is important is for the Filipino teacher to make the student
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familiar with the differences between the native language and the target
language, which in this case is English.

This way the students become

consciously aware and therefore consciously attempt to avoid the mistake
of carrying the language pattern into English, for it is possible that
such direct translation from the mother tongue to English is also done
in the other types of errors .

This pattern i s matter for further

research.

Data Collected on Length Analysis

Tables 4 and 5 present the results on the analysis of the length of
compositions of the students in terms of number of words per studen t ,
number o f T-units per studen t , and number o f clauses per student.
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TABLE IV
LENGTH ANALYSIS OF FILIPINO
STUDENT COMPOSITIONS

Student

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

No. of Words

208
191
164
161
203
200
266
195
215
139
153
162
171
172
162
119
147
175
138
178
212
186
272
132
177
196
163
133
264
150
127
157
236
259
214

No. of T-units

14
14
8
12
11
12
14
10
10
14
9
5
9
14
12
7
7
7
8
12
11
9
18
10
12
16
7
6
12
8
6
10
16
19
11

No. of Clauses

29
15
19
18
25
20
31
15
25
17
21
17
10
22
15
8
16
21
16
24
15
14
27
16
21
23
12
13
19
11
16
18
22
27
13
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TABLE IV (continued)

Student

36
37
38
39
40
41
Total
Average

No. of Words

No. of T-unit s

No. of Clauses

166
188
1 97
195
156
146

13
11
9
11
8
10

18
22
16
19
21
15

7 445

442

762

181 .585

10.78

1 8 . 585
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TABLE V
LENGTH ANALYSIS OF AMERICAN
STUDENT COMPOSITIONS

Student

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

No. of Words

286
191
161
127
275
223
171
177
164
118
252
92
152
142
199
206
217
144
201
100
170
225
148
185
273
158
104
165
188
154
176
96
84
149
211

No. of T-units

13
13
12
11
21
5
11
10
9
6
14
7
11
6
12
14
11
9
15
4
12
9
10
17
23
9
8
10
15
12
10
9
7
14
16

No. of Clauses

23
21
16
13
25
10
18
15
18
12
26
9
16
12
22
16
17
14
21
10
17
29
15
20
34
29
10
16
23
21
13
13
8
16
25
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TABLE V ( continued )

Student

No. of Words

No. of T-units

No. of Clauses

36
37
38
39
40
41

315
194
102
114
154
121

22
11
7
9
15
8

28
13
14
15
17
13

Total

7084

467

713

Average

172.78

1 1 .39

1 7 . 39

Table 4 shows that among the Filipino students , the average 1 5
minute descriptive essay contains 1 8 1 . 585 words , 1 0 . 78 T-units , and
1 8.585 clauses.

Table 5, on the other hand , shows that among the

American students , the average 1 5 minute descriptive essay contains
172. 78 words , 1 1 .39 T-units, and 1 7 . 39 clauses.
From these resul t s , several comparisons can now be drawn for both
group of students .

The first is the range of variation for both groups

of words, number of T-units , and number of clauses .
this range.

Table 6 summarizes
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TABLE VI
RANGE

OF VARIATIONS IN THE NUMBER OF WORDS , NUMBER
OF T-UNITS, AND NUMBER OF CLAUSES FOR
FILIPINO AND AMERICAN ESSAYS

No. of Words
Students

Filipinos
Americans

Highest

272
315

No. of T-units

No. of Clauses

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

127
84

19
23

6
4

31
34

8
8

The table shows that among the Filipino students , the longest essay
has 272 word s , and the shortest essay has 127 words.

Also, we see the

highest number of T-units is 1 9 , and the lowest is 6 ; the highest number
of clauses i s 3 1 , and the lowest is 8.
Among the American essays , the longest has 3 1 5 words , and the
shortest has 84.

The highest number of T-units found is 2 3 , and the

lowest 4 ; the highest number of clauses is 34 , and the lowest number is
8.
From these figures , it can be seen that the American student s , in
general, have greater flexibility or a wider range of choice in their
syntactic structures than the Filipino student s .
be expected.

Thi s , o f course , must

Because they own the language, American students have

larger choices of modes of expressing themselves.

The Filipino
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students , on the other hand , although they show higher figures at the
low end of their range of variation, show a narrower choice of syntactic
structures.

This fact implies that one of the goals of the teachers of

De La Salle must be to work on increasing the syntactic flexibility of
the students.
The second comparison that can be drawn from Tables 4 and 5 is on
the averages .

These are presented on Tables 7 and 8 .

TABLE VII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF NUMBER OF WORDS, T-UNITS, CLAUSES IN
FILIPINO AND AMERICAN ESSAYS

Students

Average No. of Words

Average No. of T-units

Average No. of

Per Students

Per Students

Clauses Per
Student

Filipinos
Americans

1 8 1 . 58
1 7 2 . 78

1 0 . 78
1 1 . 39

1 8 . 58
1 7 .39
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TABLE VIII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORDS/CLAUSE , AVERAGE NO. OF WORDS/T-UNITS,
AND AVERAGE NO. OF CLAUSE/T-UNIT IN THE
FILIPINO AND AMERICAN ESSAYS

Ave . No. of
Filipinos

Filipinos
Americans

Ave. No. of Words/Clause

9.77
9 . 93

Words/TU

Ave. CL/TU

16.84
15.16

1 . 72
1 . 52

The two tables show that as far as average length is concerned , the
Filipino and American themes are slightly different from each other.
Table 7 shows that the average number of words for each Filipino student
essay is 1 8 1 . 58 , the average number of T-units is 1 0 . 7 8 , and the average
number of clauses is 1 8 . 58 .

The average number of words for each

American student essay is 1 7 2 . 7 8 , the average number of T-units is
1 1 . 3 9 , and the average number of clauses is 1 7 .39.
The figures in Table 8 also show a very slight difference between
the two groups of students in the average number of words per clause,
the average number of words per T-unit , and the average number of clause
per T-unit.

Among the Filipino students , the average number of words

per clause is 9 . 7 7 , the average number of words per T-unit is 1 6 . 8 4 , and
the average clause per T-unit is 1 .72.

Among the American students , the
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average number of words per clause is 9 . 9 3 , the average number of words
per T-unit is 1 5 . 1 6 , and the average clause per T-unit is 1 . 5 2 .
The average number o f words per T-unit a s well a s the average number
of clauses per T-unit among the Filipino essays seem to be a little
higher than the American students ' , but further investigation must be
made to determine what causes this difference , and whether such dif
ference is at all significant.

It is possible, for instance , for the

Filipino students to have been merely wordy in their expressions, and
wordiness , while increasing the length of the sentence , certainly
violates effectiveness of expression.

Also, the students may have used

a lot of passive constructions , which are generally longer than active
construction s , but which again often are less effective.

It is also

possible that the prospective DLSU students , considering the socio
economic background (upper middle and rich) they hav e , have really
developed a good level of sentence maturity.

The students ' environment

may have , after all , provided them with a lot of contact with the
English language (movie s , television, books , magazine s , travel ) and this
exposure may have helped greatly in the development of their language
skills.

The results that seem to indicate that the average length of a

1 5-minute Filipino descriptive essay does not differ significantly from
a 1 5-minute American descriptive essay is encouraging.

However , this

study is designed to be exploratory, further research is necessary in
order to draw more definitive conclusions.
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Comparing now these two sets of results against those Kellogg Hunt
obtained from a study he conducted on the level of sentence maturity of
fourth, eighth, and twelfth grade levels , we find the following information:

TABLE IX
TABLE COMPARING THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF T-UNITS AND THE
AVERAGE LENGTH OF CLAUSES OF THE FILIPINO AND
EIU STUDENTS WITH KELLOGG HUNT' S SUBJECTS

Subject/Student
Group

Superior Adults
Grade 1 2
Filipinos
EIU Students

Average Length

Average Length
of Clause

of T-unit

20 . 3 words
1 4 . 4 words
1 6 . 84 words
1 5 . 1 6 words

1 1 . 5 words
8 . 6 words
9 . 77 words
9 . 93 words

It is obvious from the table that the Filipino and American students
exceed Kellogg Hun t ' s Grade 12 s tudents both in the average number of
words per T-unit and the average number of words per clause.

The

Filipino students have an average of 1 6 . 84 words per T-unit and an,
average of 9 . 77 words per clause.

The EIU students, on the other hand,

have and average of 1 5 . 1 6 words per T-unit , and an average of 9 . 93 words
for each clause.
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In the Philippines , an incoming freshman college student would
correspond, in age and academic preparation, to a Grade 1 1 American
student.

Considering this fact, it can be concluded that the results of

the comparative study indicate that the incoming DLSU students have done
relatively wel l , compared to the EIU students , on their sentence length.
The figures indicate that they have developed an acceptable level of
sentence maturity.
The EIU students , on the other hand , seem to have also developed a
satisfactory level of sentence maturity.

Thi s , however , is a matter of

decision for the Eastern Illinois University faculty.

CHAPTER

IV

The three main purposes of my project were to identify the specific
difficulties

that selected Filipino and American students had in their

writing, to determine the level of sentence maturity of both groups of
students , and to draw conclusions and recommendations from the
comparisons made .
In summary, the findings in the study lead to the following general
conclusions:

1.

There are certain features in the English language with
which both the ESL students of DLSU and EIU students (who
are native speakers) have major and common difficulties.
These are syntax, spelling, agreement, the use of comma,
and the use of the s marker.

For the Filipino students ,

the major problem is syntax; for the EIU students, it is
spelling.
2.

There are

certain

s t ructures

in the English language that

are a major difficulty for the ESL students of DLSU alone.
These are prepositions , sentence shifts, and the ed marker.
3.

Some features of the English language cause only minor
problems for both the ESL DLSU and EIU student s .

Such

areas include fragments , articles, punctuation, ambiguous
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references of pronouns , omission of words , and capitaliza
tion.
4.

As far as sentence maturity is concerned , both groups of
students reflect a similar level of maturity.

The level of

maturity is also on an acceptable scale.

Based on these finding s , I would like to forward the general
recommendation that each group of teachers from De La Salle and Eastern
Illinois construct a writing program that is tailored to meet the
students ' specific need s .

My research, for instance, has shown that

syntax is the most important of the writing problems of the Filipino
students .

This information is significant in that it ought to compel

DLSU teachers to determine the specific kind of approach that would best
answer this need.

This is no simple decision to make .

It requires

among the teachers, as well as among the administrators, a redefinition
of teaching purposes and a re-evaluation of curriculum content, strat
egies, and materials.

DLSU teachers, for example , must be made to

decide which goal should be adopted in their writing program:

the goal

of developing among the students a "literary style" of writing , or the
s imple goal of helping students express themselves clearly in short ,
simple, correct sentences.

The Filipino students seem to have committed

a large number of errors because of their attempt to develop "complex"
sentences.

The student s , owing to cultural reasons, mostly socio-

economi c , do not have within their grasp a wide range of syntactical
choice s , and while the goal to make them develop "literary sentences"
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may be a worthwhile objective, its appropriateness must be examined.
There is virtue in aiming , initially at least , to develop a simplicity
of expression.

English, after all, is not the mother tongue of the

students , nor even of the teachers, and the notion that Filipino
s tudents must graduate as literary writers can be challenged .
As for the EIU professors, I think that they must determine for
themselves how important a problem spelling i s .
to conduct further research on this area.

Perhaps , they may want

After all , the essays were

imprompt u , and it is possible for another study to reveal that spelling
But whatever results further studies

is a less serious difficulty.

reveal , what is important is that the EIU faculty develop a program that
answers their students ' needs .
On a more specific leve l , I would like to forward the following
recommendations , in particular to the DLSU teacher s :

1.

That a more intensive research be done on each of the major
writing difficulties :

syntax, agreement , spelling , comma

error , � marker, shift in the sentence , prepositions , and
d , ed markers .

The research may investigate the nature of

the error, its causes , prediction, prevention, and
remediation.
2.

That further research be done on the sentence maturity of
the student s .

The study revealed a higher level of

sentence maturity among the Filipino students .

Perhaps a

study can be conducted to determine whether the sentence
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maturity of ESL students is really comparable with the
sentence maturity of native speakers.
3.

That a similar but larger comparative research be made be
tween DLSU and EIU students.

I suggest that the students

be drawn from the senior leve l , and that they be drawn from
different departments in the two universities.

This way we

can arrive at more definitive conclusions regarding the
writing skills of both groups of students .
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